
Product series

    The working principle of the connecting rod floating ball liquid level switch is direct 
and simple. Usually, one or more reed switches are set in the sealed non-magnetic 
metal or engineering plastic tube as required, and then the floating ball with built-in 
magnetic system is fixed at the relevant position of the reed switch in the body tube to 
make the floating ball float up and down within a certain range. The magnetic system 
in the floating ball is used to trigger the closure or disconnection of the reed switch 
through the body tube to generate the switch action and achieve the purpose of liquid 
level control. This simple and proven working principle is suitable for liquid level 
measurement in various industrial conditions. Normally open and normally closed are 
the states in which no liquid is injected. Connecting rod floating ball level switch is 
widely used in electronic, electric power, chemical, water treatment, water supply and 
drainage and other industries of level control and alarm. The CONNECTING rod 
floating BALL liquid level switch is a fixed product. For the convenience of users, the 
specifications of floating ball, material characteristics, junction box specifications, 
connection specifications and related components specifications are arranged into a 
table, so as to provide users with a correct selection. According to the tested liquid 
temperature, pressure, specific gravity, acid and alkali resistance characteristics to 
select the appropriate specifications of the float. When choosing, it is also necessary to 
determine the connection specification, the position of each action point, the action 
form (normally open or normally closed) and the total length, etc.

Product overview
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The vacuum structure is suitable for all kinds of liquid level detection operation. The switch has no direct contact with liquid, no wear 

and tear. The passive contact does not require any power supply. General signal processing without voltage contact, such as PLC 

detection and foam, conductivity, medium constant, pressure, vacuum, temperature, steam, condensate, air bubble, boiling effect 

and vibration and other unrelated to multiple switching points can be set in a single device (1 to 8) to achieve multi-point control, 

The location of each control point can be customized according to the customer's needs. The outgoing wires of all switches are 

centralized in the junction box. The protection grade is IP65 or above, the construction is simple and convenient, the wiring cost is 

reduced, the installation and use is simple, the switch is adjusted once before use, the overall performance is reliable without 

maintenance. There are SUS304, SUS316L, PP.PVDF, PTE and other materials for choice.

Product features

 According to the characteristics of the tested liquid, such as temperature, pressure, specific gravity, acid and alkaline, the user can 

select the corresponding specifications of float ball in the selection table.

- Temperature: PVC maximum temperature is 80℃, PP maximum temperature is 80℃, PVDF maximum temperature is 150℃, 

SUS304/316L float maximum temperature is 200℃- - Pressure: plastic float maximum pressure 5kg/cm, SUS304/316L float maximum 

pressure 40kg/cm².

- Viscosity: For viscous liquids, in principle, a floating ball with large outer diameter and small specific gravity should be used to 

overcome the surface tension of the liquid.

Acid-base: Polypropylene is suitable for strong acid-base occasions, such as the temperature is higher than 80℃ strong acid-base 

occasions should choose PVDF.

- Alcohol, oil, etc. : SUS stainless steel is recommended, SUS316L of food hygiene grade should be used for food industry.

- Specific gravity: the specific gravity of the float S.G must be less than the specific gravity of the liquid being measured, otherwise 

the float cannot float.

The user should also pay attention to the relationship between the liquid absorbing 
material and the liquid when selecting the type

When ordering, the user should also note the minimum distance between the two 

floats and the minimum distance between the lowest point. If the distance is not 

enough, the production will not be possible. These relative sizes can be determined by 

the user when ordering.

A= minimum distance from the bottom surface of the connection

B= the minimum distance between two adjacent floats

C= Minimum distance from the end of the main tube

D= the minimum distance between two liquid levels in a float

Attention

S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 S8 S9 S10 S11 S12 S13 S14 P1 P2 P3 P4

A(MM) 17 19 19 18 20 30 33 20 31 36 43 68 36 43 14 30 30 40

B(MM) 44 48 48 46 50 70 76 50 72 82 96 146 82 96 38 70 70 90

C(MM) 27 29 29 28 30 40 43 30 41 46 53 78 46 53 24 40 40 50

D(MM) 34 38 38 36 40 60 66 40 62 72 86 136 72 86 28 60 60 80

Floating
 ball

spacing
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Junction Box selection Table (1)

NG type box HG type box SA type box

F2 type box PR type box EA type box

F3 type box

Magnetic float selection Table (2)

size φ × H × d(m m ) material
density

 g/cm ³

temperature
 resistance

℃

pressure

 K g/cm ²
graphic

S5 φ40×H36×d15.5 SUS304,316L 0.7 150 10

S6 φ40×H50×d15.5 SUS304,316L 0.7 150 10

S7 φ45×H56×d15.5 SUS304,316L 0.7 150 10

S9 φ52×H52×d15.5 SUS304,316L 0.65 150 25

S10 φ52×H62×d15.5 SUS304,316L 0.65 150 25

S11 φ75×H75×d15.5 SUS304,316L 0.55 150 25

S12 φ125×H125×d15.5 SUS304,316L 0.45 150 25

P2 φ40×H52×d20 PP 0.65 75 5

P3 φ48×H52×d20 PP 0.65 75 5

F1 φ55×H70×d23 PVDF 0.85 150 5

F2 φ40×H52×d20 PVDF 1.0 150 5
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典型产品外形结构图
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Process Connection Specification Sheet (3)

Selection table
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F lange/thr ead dimensions F lange/thr ead specifications

C ode details C ode details C ode specifications C ode specifications

A 3/ 8" ( 10A) I 4" ( 100A) L 5kg/ cm² U PN0. 6( 6Bar )

B 1/ 2" ( 15A) J 5" ( 125A) M 10kg/ cm² V PN1. 0( 10Bar )

C 3/ 4" ( 20A) K 6" ( 150A) N 150Lbs W PN1. 6( 16Bar )

D 1" ( 25A) S Spec i al  s pec i f i cat i ons O 300Lbs X PN2. 5( 25Bar )

E 1- 1/ 2" ( 40A) 1 1/ 8" P PT Y PN4. 0( 40Bar )

F 2" ( 50A) 2 1/ 2" Q PF Z PN6. 3( 63Bar )

G 2- 1/ 2" ( 65A) 3 1- 1/ 4" ( 32A) R NPT S Spec i al  s pec i f i cat i ons

H 3" ( 80A) T GAS

L C 300- - - N G 1 - deta i l ed

LC300 LC300  connecting rod type  floating ba ll leve l sw itch

- F loat specifications:  see  Table  (2 )

- Process connection  specifications:  see  Table  (3 )

- Type of junction  box:  see  Table  (1 )

-
Se lect the  corresponding num ber of floating ba lls 

according to  the  control point,  up to 8

- Insertion depth :  U nit :  m m


